In [8], Henry Kyburg describes the approach he intends to pursue in studying believing and reasoning—an approach based on the agent accepting conclusions on the basis of their probability relative to a body of background knowledge and evidence—and sketches some arguments for and against this approach in the course of describing his intent. My comments here relate to some of these arguments and other points raised in his text.

Kyburg distinguishes between two views of belief and reasoning. One view hedges conclusions but posits sound grounding of these in knowledge and evidence, while the other view hedges the grounding relationship instead of (but perhaps in addition to) conclusions. He starts by observing that people tend to give answers in line with each of these views in different settings, but indulges the “human lust for uniformity and generality” by attempting to find a view that covers both rather than using each one where it seems most appropriate. His favored alternative (elaborated elsewhere) hedges inference steps rather than conclusions, but acknowledges the role of probability by making acceptance depend on probabilities of conclusions exceeding certain thresholds in certain probability measures.

Although I sympathize with Kyburg’s view that a realistic theory of belief should give a large role to the idea of acceptance, I regard other elements of his approach with some suspicion. One qualm concerns his framework for using threshold probability levels to determine acceptance. Kyburg’s view of acceptance permits the threshold of acceptance to vary with the context, so that, for example, one might require a higher threshold while designing nuclear power plants or excising a brain tumor than while deciding which door to use when entering a building. But Kyburg’s examples all suggest that a single threshold suffices for each context. I find this implausible; different potential conclusions surely have different significances, which to my mind should influence the threshold needed for acceptance just as do differences in context. Perhaps Kyburg means for contexts to include the set of possible conclusions under discussion, but this did not seem to be his intent. Moreover, since the background knowledge and evidence also would appear to influence significance, they too might be necessary components of contexts if contexts determine thresholds. But in that case, the division of the attribution of belief into global threshold determination followed by individual acceptance or avoidance seems poorly motivated.

To put this qualm in a more general perspective, I find the notion of thresholds uniform within contexts unappealing because I think acceptance should depend on the significance or importance of beliefs as well as probability (and possibly other factors). Put in the broadest terms, I think that to justify acceptance we should interpret it as the result of a rational decision to believe based, as usual, on the utilities of the consequences of the act or condition.
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of believing and the probabilities of these different consequences. These utilities may reflect many different considerations, from computational or psychological costs “internal” to the agent to physical, monetary, societal, or other costs “external” to the agent. But whatever we take these utilities to reflect, different beliefs may have different utilities, which means that two beliefs may have the same probability with only one being rationally acceptable. Of course, the decision to believe may concern sets of beliefs, or sets of circumstances, and these may lead to acceptance policies of the sort Kyburg describes: in the circumstances at hand, accept any belief if its probability exceeds the specified threshold. But in the general case, one may decide to accept or refrain from each belief separately.

This view offers the virtue of uniformity motivating Kyburg’s investigation, subsumes as special cases each of the views of reasoning he places in opposition, and explains without difficulty the pragmatic approach he mentions of using each one when it is best suited to the task at hand. Putting this last point in another way, using rationality as the guide for how one reasons explains (at least to my mind) Kyburg’s opposing approaches without the need to hypothesize any particularly new criteria for acceptance.

Kyburg mentions something like this view at the very end of his paper when he refers to pragmatic efficiency as the strongest argument for acceptance. Pragmatic efficiency strikes me as too narrow a criterion unless we interpret efficiency in its most general sense as economic rationality taking into account the impact of beliefs on the agent’s situation as well as computational costs.

My papers [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] provide more details on my view of rational belief and inference, generally taking a “coordinate-free” approach in which one may consider alternative ways of reading beliefs out of mental states. This permits, for example, interpreting specific beliefs and inference in any of the ways discussed by Kyburg, with no supposition that any of these enjoys some privileged status. Any privileged status would follow from the constitutional constraints reflected in the mental state space rather than the nature of the systems of interpretation. This approach suggests evaluating Kyburg’s arguments for and against acceptance in terms of what difference acceptance really makes and what costs it really incurs (after the example of [6]) relative to the standard probabilist approaches.

In particular, I doubt that accepting beliefs and periodically revising them always improves on probabilistic revision. Kyburg seems to share this doubt in at least one passage of the paper, but the arguments he presents later concerning this question suffer greatly from a lack of appreciation of recent work on representing probabilistic information efficiently using general closed-world independence assumptions and qualitative representations, as exemplified by [9] and [10]. Such work casts doubts on Kyburg’s claims that probabilistic representations require explicitly representing much more information than logical ones (a view true of earlier representations, but not of modern ones). The approach of [7] in addition casts doubts on Kyburg’s conjecture that only three orders of magnitude suffice for describing evidential certainty. All of this work suggests that the effort involved in reasoning within a probabilistic framework need not exceed that involved in reasoning within a logical framework (and especially not that involved in reasoning within some nonmonotonic logics).

Kyburg correctly notes that while hedged reasoning may produce conclusions about probabilities, these probabilities need not have any bearing on the uncertainty of the inference. But the difficulty of probabilistic reasoning means that practical approaches may
not calculate probabilities accurately in all cases. This need not affect the utility of these methods much, but it turns practical probabilistic reasoning into a system of hedged inference to hedged conclusions, with the inference hedge a general one about the accuracy of the algorithm in the case at hand. In such a system, however, the hedges in the conclusions may almost always actually express the uncertainty of the inference, making the lack of a necessary connection a philosophical rather than practical worry.
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